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ensure the highest level of creative integrity in this business.
Our artists use state-of-the-art innovation – from 3D recording
and virtual set construction to online filming and 360˚ video -
to push the boundaries of performance and storytelling, no
matter the production format. We have a team of dedicated

sales professionals, graphic and production designers,
animators, programmers, audio engineers and producers to

help you realise your dreams of reaching new audiences. More
than just a recording Innovative technology and training Film-

making quality High-res audio Immersive 360˚ audio And
much more AeroSmith’s dedicated team of creative, technical
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standards. Using the latest technology in the latest production

environments, the artists are available at your disposal to
answer any questions or assist you with the technical aspects

of your assignment. With experience in indoor and outdoor
filming, broadcast and sound recording as well as live and

virtual set construction, we offer a turnkey solution for your
creative and technical requirements. Born of imagination From

the most innovative live shows to the most bespoke online
campaigns, we offer artists of all genres the chance to
collaborate on creations that will shape the future of

entertainment. Like our artists, we have a team of dedicated
creative professionals to help you bring your ideas to life,
using the latest technology and tailored solutions. Online

Vision We bring a new vision to gaming broadcasting – one
that takes it beyond statistics and into the emotional space
where players and viewers share a thrilling experience that

connects like never before. If you’re ready to join
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